Introducing a Complete Set of Stucco Solutions

With manufacturing ethics throughout the United States and technical support from around the world, LaHabra is focused on providing complete portfolio of residential products with performance options to meet any construction challenge.

LaHabra products are the single most complete offering of wall solutions for virtually every residential surface – inside and out.

Nobody offers you more surface solutions.

See your local LaHabra distributor or visit lahabrastucco.com.

For more information about our technical support, call 1.800.421.8029 or see your local LaHabra distributor or visit lahabrastucco.com.
Climate conditions and specialized construction methods.

It’s most important to be aware of where and when you need the correct product and performance demands of any size project. Spec construction challenges or budget constraints?

LaHabra offers three distinct levels of performance.

**Enhanced**
- Engineered for Benchmark performance – including products tailored to unique expectations and specifications – consistently perform to our customers’ satisfaction.

**Premium**
- Color Consistency – bag-to-bag and batch-to-batch production controls to ensure factory-blended using rigorous production practices with fade-resistant pigments, and color consistency.

**Benchmark**
- High Efficiency (HE) assemblies – regardless of project type, performance for any building selection, options and combination of materials.

Value Engineering
- Low VOC finishes and dustless mortars.
- From new hybrid stucco systems to leading warranty program.
- Adding the Krak-Shield feature to any FastWall assembly limits cracks.
- Cracks – reducing maintenance costs and ensuring long-term owner satisfaction.

Finishes allow for distinctive textures, color and design options for any interior or exterior application.

LaHabra has a long-standing reputation for product innovation and reliable performance among architects, specifiers, builders, applicators and owners.

LaHabra offers an industry-leading, owner-recommended, 20-year, no-limit warranty. The warranty includes cost up to twice the product cost. It fulfills all the requirements of the Small Business Act.

LaHabra offers an industry-leading, owner-recommended warranty! Protect your investment.

Learn more about our warranty program.